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This manual covers SAAM system, Rev3

The Dtox SAAM is an experimental system, just like your free flight
model.
Determining the suitability of the system for your particular application
is solely your responsibility, and you take all responsibility for any
outcome in its use.
Nothing is infallible, and the SAAM system fits into this category.

DTox devices and software are under continuous development and as a result any
images and screen grabs may not accurately reflect the current versions of either.
Any clarification requests or suggestions about this manual can be addressed to
info@4dfx.com.au
The latest version of this document is always available at
www.4dfx.com.au/DTox
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION
The DTox SAAM system is a stand-alone altitude monitor. An airborne unit
constantly sends altitude data to the ground station and when the altitude exceeds the
preset limit an audible alarm is sounded on the ground station. A pressure sensor is
used to derive ‘pressure altitude’, the conversion from pressure to altitude is
performed on the airborne unit. Data transmission rate is approximately once per
second. The airborne unit can be powered by a single cell Lipo battery or connected to
a spare channel on a R/C receiver. The base station has its own internal battery.
Airborne units address their messages to specific base stations so it is possible to have
multiple systems using the same channel, but if interference results changing channels
is an option.
If more than one airborne unit is transmitting to a single base station, mixing of data
will result in incorrect altitude warnings, so only fly one aircraft per base station at a
time, and ensure that any airborne unit not in use is turned off.
Altitude calculations are based on current pressure and referenced to standard sea
level pressure, 1013.2 hPa , with adjustments for temperature. Therefore the altitude
displayed on the base station will most likely not be the actual geographical altitude of
the locale. As the system relies on relative altitudes this is not a concern.
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Do not connect a battery greater than 6 volts directly to the airborne unit as
damage may result.
AIRBORNE UNIT

Figure I
PRESSURE Do not cover the pressure sensor vent. This needs to be open to
SENSOR: the atmosphere in order to function correctly
INDICATOR Two indicator LEDs, used to indicate status of unit. Visible
LEDs: through the covering when operating.
SIGNAL When powering the unit via a spare channel from an R/C receiver,
WIRE: cut the signal lead. Only the positive and ground wires should be
connected.
Take care and observe the correct polarity when connecting battery or receiver
WEIGHT: 3.5gm
SIZE: 24mm x 19mm x 5mm (excluding connector and aerial)
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BASE STATION

Figure II
DISPLAY Altitude and other other data is displayed here
SCREEN:
STATUS Two indicator LEDs, red and green, used to indicate status of
INDICATORS: unit.
SELECT Used to set ‘zero’ altitude and select options
SWITCH:
ON/OFF Turn unit off or on.
SWITCH:
CHARGING Mini USB for charging internal battery.
PLUG:
CHARGE Two indicator LEDs on either side of the charging plug, yellow
INDICATORS: and green, monitoring charge state.
ROTARY Three rotary switches to set maximum altitude, and define
SELECT configuration options.
SWITCHES:
BUZZER: Audible warnings
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OUT OF THE BOX
Charge the base station before use. If the base station and airborne unit are supplied
together they should already be paired and ready for use. Separately obtained airborne
units will be need to be paired before use. If a number of systems are in operation in
the vicinity it may be necessary to change channels to reduce interference. The buzzer
chirp sequence during altitude alerts can be altered to suit personal preference or to
differentiate between nearby systems. These changes can be made in the configuration
mode of the base unit.
CHARGING
Any normal usb charger such as a phone charger, USB port on your computer or
power pack can be used. In any event the applied voltage should not exceed 6 volts to
avoid damage to the unit. When the battery is charging the yellow charge indicator
LED will be on and when fully charged the green charge indicator LED will turn on.
Charging can take place while the unit is turned on.
NORMAL OPERATION.
Ensure that the three rotary switches on the base unit are not in the ‘000’ position.
When power is applied to the airborne unit both red and green status indicators will
turn on and the welcome screen will be displayed and the warning buzzer will sound.
Once the unit has initialised the red LED will flash briefly every 2 seconds indicating
the unit is functioning correctly. The green LED will flash whenever an altitude
message is received, normally once a second.

The display screen, shown above, will now show altitude data as received from the
airborne unit.
Using a small screwdriver set the desired maximum altitude with the three rotary
switches. If the units are imperial the switches represent 0 – 9990 in 10 foot
increments. If Metric 0-999 meters in meter increments.
To set ground, or zero, altitude, make sure the unit is receiving data from the airborne
unit then press and hold the select button for 5 seconds until the green status indicator
turns on. The unit will now set the ground altitude to the current value sent from the
airborne unit. The display will now show the altitude referenced against the ground
altitude.
If the airborne unit exceeds this altitude the warning buzzer will sound and the display
will begin to flash until the reported altitude is once again below the limit.
If the signal from the airborne unit is lost, a different warning tone will sound and the
display will begin flashing until contact with the airborne unit is re-established.
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An additional display of status data can be activated by pressing the select switch
briefly. The screen will return to the main display if the select switch is pressed
briefly again or after approximately 5 seconds.

This screen provides information about the last received message as follows. The
channel and origin of the last received message. Each message has a sequence number
which can be checked to determine how many, if any, messages are lost. The
sequence counts from 0 – 255 then rolls back to 0 again. The strength of the received
signal is also shown, ranging from -137 upward, bigger is better.
CONFIGURATION MODE.
Configuration mode is how you bind to airborne units, alter the channel used, switch
between metric and imperial units, and modify buzzer chirp sequence for altitude
warnings. To enter configuration mode set the three rotary switches to ‘000’’ before
turning the unit on. Once initialisation is complete the screen will indicate the unit is
in configuration mode and display the serial number of the base unit.
The left rotary switch is used to select the parameter, The display will show the
parameter and its current value. The left two rotary switches are used to select the
value of the parameters as described below.
.
LEFT ROTARY SWITCH PARAMETER / FUNCTION
1
BIND mode
2
Channel to LISTEN on
3
Altitude UNITS
4
BUZZER 1 chirp sequence
5
BUZZER 2 chirp sequence
6
BUZZER test
Other values are unused and display the configuration mode screen.
BIND
LISTEN

UNITS

Used to bind an airborne unit to the base unit. See binding procedure
later in this document
Selects the channel the base unit will listen to. Use the right rotary
switch to select the desired channel then press the select switch to store
the value. Only channels 0 – 4 are available for selection. If the listening
channel is changed it may be necessary to re bind airborne units.
Determines the units altitude is reported in,. Use the right rotary switch,
set to 0 to select imperial, or 1 to select Metric. Press the select switch to
store the value.
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The BUZZER options enable customisation of the warning signal used
for the over altitude notification.
BUZZER 1 These parameters set the first chirp duration. Values can be set between
1 – 9.The middle rotary switch is used to set the on duration, the right
rotary switch is used to set the off duration. Once selected press the
select switch to store the values. Experiment to adjust to your
preference. The default values are 5 and 5.
BUZZER 2 These parameters set the second chirp duration in the same manner as
for BUZZER 1.
BUZZER Press and hold to listen to the current chirp sequence.
To exit configuration mode simply turn the unit off.
BINDING PROCEDURE.
.Airborne units can only be paired to one base station. A base station can receive
transmissions from any, or all, active paired airborne units. Pairing of the airborne
unit changes its behaviour during transmission. Messages sent when operating in
normal mode will be addressed to the paired base station on the channel specified
during the pairing procedure. If the channel on the base unit is changed at any time,
the airborne unit will have to paired again
.

Figure III
Insert the binding plug between the airborne unit and the power source as indicated in
Figure III then turn airborne unit on. Once initialised the red indicator LED will flash
at 2 second intervals.
Enter configuration mode on the base station, selecting option 1, BIND.
Press the set switch. The airborne unit should turn on the green indicator LED for
about a second. Once this has happened the airborne unit is now paired with the base
station.
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